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e-solutions now providing leased lines to Birmingham and surrounding areas

e-solutions have become a dedicated leased line provider for Birmingham, offering increased
bandwidth and speed for organisations choosing to switch to a leased line.

Birmingham, West Midlands (PRWEB UK) 2 January 2013 -- Introducing the latest in business
communications, leased lines provides fast, secure and reliable internet access without the unwanted delays and
disruptions.

At e-solutions, supporting local businesses is at the core of it's services and care, offering brand new Leased
Line packages to organisations across the midlands. At the forefront of internet communication, leased lines
promise an unparalleled connection that seamlessly connects organisations for fast, reliable data transfer.
http://www.e-sol.co.uk/leased-lines-birmingham.html

For businesses that require a high bandwidth, a Birmingham leased line efficiently delivers uninterrupted
internet connection proven to increase both performance and productivity. With fast and reliable upload and
download speeds, leased lines in Birmingham not only guarantee a smooth connection, but also integrate with
the latest cloud and IT services. Unlike broadband lines, a leased line is not prone to unwanted delays and
interruptions and thanks to its dedicated connection means lines are never shared.

Not only does a leased line provide dedicated access, but also allows the flexibility to change bandwidth as a
business grows. At e-solutions, the committed team will continually be on hand to offer support and guidance
to help develop services alongside business needs, continually monitoring lines to keep bushiness in control.

Being locally based in the Birmingham area provides e-solutions with a network of support throughout the
midlands. With a rapid response team, they ensure Birmingham leased lines are in safe hands, providing 24/7
technical support, all year round. Their locally based offices supply a secure back-up system should
connectivity be lost, immediately switching to a live connection for minimal interruption. Boasting a catalogue
of state of the art servers and circuits, e-solutions will ensure all leased lines in Birmingham not only support
new business needs, but also integrate with existing workflows. http://www.e-sol.co.uk/leased-line.html
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Contact Information
Adam Adlkish
e-solutions
http://www.e-sol.co.uk
0844 848 6444

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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